Pledge
Office of Regional Collaboration at Kinugasa Campus, Ritsumeikan University
Before using the Kinugasa Seminar House, be sure to read the following. After confirming each point, put a check in the
box.
(1) When going to the Kinugasa Seminar House from Kinugasa Campus
☑

Problem

How to solve problem

1

・ Groups of students walk

--> When walking in a group, do not walk with more than two people side by

□

together and block up the

side.
* When walking in a group of more than 10 people, appoint a group leader.

street.
・ Hanging out and talking

--> Do not make strange sounds or holler. Act with consideration for local
residents.

loudly
2

・Bicycles rush into the street

--> Park your bicycle in a bicycle parking lot on campus.

□

from the Seminar House and

--> If you have no choice but to use a bicycle, walk your bicycle at the Seminar

are ridden at a speed that is

House. Do not ride too fast, especially on the street leading to Kinkaku

dangerous.

Elementary School. Realize that a bicycle can be deadly for pedestrians.

3

・Noise around the area from

--> Due to its construction, sounds and voices created within the Seminar House

□

the gate of the Seminar House

grounds tend to be transmitted easily. Give consideration to people in the

to the entrance.

neighborhood and enter and exit the Seminar House quietly.
--> Do not drag wheeled bags, please carry them by hand.

4

・ Breaking the curfew and

□

entering and leaving late at

--> Entering and leaving the Seminar House between 22:00 and 7:00 is
prohibited. Tell users in advance to strictly adhere to the curfew.

night or early in the morning
(2) At the Kinugasa Seminar House
No

Problem

How to solve problem

１

・ Making loud noises in the

--> In the Seminar House, some users are engaged in group work or are

□

Seminar House

having discussions for seminar camps, etc. Do not make strange noises or
disturb other users in the Seminar House.

2

--> Smoking on the university campus has been prohibited since April 1,

・Smoking

□

2013.
In line with this, smoking in the Kinugasa Seminar House is also prohibited.

3

・ Light

leaks

□

neighborhood

into
from

the

-> In order not to interfere with everyday activities in the quiet residential

the

area, be sure to close the window blinds in rooms after 17:00.

windows of the Seminar House.
4

・Incidents involving misplaced

-> Keep valuables on you or in a designated place in your room. Leave the

□

valuables or lost room keys

5

・Some users do not use sheets

-> In order to ensure that everyone is able to use clean futons, all people

□

on the bed and futons get dirty.

staying must go to the linen room to get sheets to cover their futons. The

This is an inconvenience to

representative of each group is responsible for checking that the futons

subsequent users.

used by the group members have been covered with sheets.

room key with the reception before going out.

If you do not comply with the above, you may be suspended from using the facilities and punished in accordance with
the applicable regulations.
I hereby pledge that I have understood and will adhere to the above.
mm / dd / yyyy
Group Name
Signature
(Student ID number):

―

